PRIMARY SOURCE CLASS
ASSIGNMENTS AND BIBLIOGRPAHIC
PROJECTS AT CALIFORNIA STATE
UNIVERSITY DOMINGUEZ HILLS

CSUDH ARCHIVES READING ROOM

ARCHIVES PRESENTATIONS

CSUDH ARCHIVES STORAGE

COLLECTION OVERVIEW
Archives Home page http://archives.csudh.edu/
Archives Blog http://csudharchives.blogspot.com/
Collection Guide http://archives.csudh.edu/Guide%20to%20CSUDH%20Collections.pdf
The Archives and Special Collections Department of the University Library at California State University
Dominguez Hills serves as the archives for the Dominguez Hills campus, California State University System
and the Rancho San Pedro/Dominguez Family.
In addition the Archives has various South Bay Los Angeles, Compton, and Long Beach Collections, an
Asian Pacific Studies Collection, along with the congressional papers of Glenn Anderson and Juanita
Millender-McDonald.
2500 feet of archival materials dating from the 1850s- 2000s.
5000 rare books
125,000 photographs.
Digital Image collection of 7000 items.
Located in the new CSUDH University Library (opened in April 2010), the Archives is in an environmentally
controlled area with large spaces for collection storage and growth, reference patrons, rare books,
exhibitions and views of downtown Los Angeles, downtown Long Beach and Catalina on clear days

CSUDH ARCHIVES COMPACT STORAGE

1910 LOS ANGELES AVIATION MEET
AT DOMINGUEZ FIELD

PRIMARY SOURCE ANALYSIS
HISTORY 300
• Primary Research in the Archives or using online material
• Students to create 5-10 minute presentation based on research.
• Students can use one document or a collection. Some students are
given a box of 19th century documents and others chose digital or
physical collections.
• Students are to look at document as a historical document.
• Who created the document? What is the document? Why was the
document created? Document’s biases or agenda?
• What does the document reveal or obscure?

BATHING BEAUTY PAGEANT
LONG BEACH, 1923

STUDENTS IN THE ARCHIVES
• Prior to their Archives visit students are told to examine the Archives website, view the
Digital Collections and view our collections on the Online Archive of California.
• When the students visit the Archives they talk with an Archivist about their interests.
• If students don’t have a topic in mind they are given our manuscript guide or set up on a
computer to look at our digital collections or online finding aids.
• Students are instructed on how to use an archival collection and then handed a collection.
• Some need guidance, others were immediately comfortable with archival collections and
others want to talk endlessly about their project.
• Student search for context with other collections, the internet or traditional sources.
• Most students settle on one topic with either one document or a collection. Those include
Japanese Americans in World War II, campus architecture, Compton earthquake of 1933,
campus unrest in the 1960s, ethnic studies programs, women working in Long Beach in
World War II, and the 1910 Aviation Meet in Los Angeles.
• Students used copies of physical and digital archival sources to create a PowerPoint.
• In a survey 20 students agreed that the assignment resulted in a clearer understanding of
archival sources, the acquisition of a concrete experience at interpreting and evaluating
primary sources, and resulted in an understanding of why and how historians work with
primary sources.

Hancock Oil Refinery Fire
Signal Hill, 1958

CSUDH RARE BOOKS ROOM

AUTHOR Díaz del Castillo, Bernal, 1496-1584.
TITLE Historia verdadera de la conquista de la Nueva Espana. English.
TITLE The true history of the conquest of Mexico / by Captain Bernal
Diaz del Castillo, one of the conquerors, written in the year
1568 ; translated from the original Spanish by Maurice Keatinge, Esq.
PUB INFO La Jolla, Calif (P.O. Box 2023) : Renaissance Press, 1979
(Riverside, Calif. : Rubidoux Printers)
CALL # SpCol F1230 .D5434 1979.
In this book, Diaz provides a narrative, eye witness account of the Spanish conquest
of Mexico in the early 16th century that was led by Hernan Cortes and in which he
participated as a foot-soldier. The book is a literary response to The History of the
Conquest of Mexico (1552) written by Francisco Lopez de Gomara and
commissioned by Cortes himself. Diaz, who writes his repudiation nearly 40 years
after his actual expedition in Mexico, attempts to correct not only the perceived
misrepresentations and gross glorifications of Cortes given by Gomara, but to
properly associate credit to the regular soldiers and men of lower status (such as
himself) who had made Cortes’ success possible. This perspective has largely been
attributed to Diaz’ apparent lack of wealth, status, and entitlement that continued
after the conquest of Mexico. Despite its limitations, Diaz’ work remains an
invaluable Spanish eye witness account of the conquest of Mexico.
AUTHOR Prescott, William Hickling, 1796-1859.
TITLE History of the conquest of Mexico : with a preliminary view of
the ancient Mexican civilization, and the life of the
conqueror, Hernando Cortés / by William H. Prescott.
PUB INFO New York : Harper & Bros., 1849.
CALL # SpCol F1230 .P937 1849 GSl.
(1892 edition!) This multi-volume work of Prescott entails an intensive analysis of
the early 16th-century conquest of Mexico by the Spanish. One of the most
significant U.S. historians of the early to mid 19th century, Prescott was remarkable
not only for his utilization of bibliographic materials and other primary and
secondary sources in his research (something uncommonly featured in the historical
research contemporary to his time,) but for his writing style as a whole. Prescott’s
depth of Spanish-language sources do, of course, provide a pro-Spanish perspective
on the Mexican conquests which was much akin to the 19th century configuration of
history in general—especially when in regards to the history of Western Civilization.
Even though Prescott starts his history with a brief description of ancient indigenous
civilizations of the region, his focus is on the Spanish, in particular Cortes, so much
Latin American Bibliography Project Book List – By Classification Number
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LATIN AMERICAN
BIBLIOGRAPHY PROJECT
• Pilot project prepared students to use rare materials and create
annotated bibliographies.
• Project engaged students in the discovery of both the content of
these books, but also the point of view of these books.
• Selected close to 200 volumes of 19th or early 20th century Latin
American related books in Special Collections.
• History Department advisor supervised 5 students and reviewed
their writings.
• Produced 75 page bibliography with selected images and
guidelines.
• Students also had opportunity to scan some images and create
metadata for those images. Pilot program was intended to create
interest among other departments to do similar bibliographies.

CONCLUSIONS & CHALLENGES
•
•

•

•

•

•

GET THE STUDENTS COMFORTABLE
ENOUGH TO RETURN TO THE ARCHIVES.
DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS WITH HISTORY
CHAIR, FACULTY AND ESPECIALLY
INSTRUCTORS.
PROGRAMS FOR INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS
INCLUDE INTERNSHIPS, MORE EXTENSIVE
RESEARCH, AND SPECIAL PROJECTS SUCH
AS THE BIBLIOGRPAHIC PROJECT.
STUDENTS ARCHIVES USERS BECOME
BUILT-IN AUDIENCE FOR EXHIBITION
RELATED PROGRAMS
CAREER DAY PRESENTATION FOR
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN WORKING IN
ARCHIVES, LIBRARIES, MUSEUMS.
KEEP BOTHERING FACULTY AND
ENCOURAGING STUDENTS TO VISIT.

